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Description

1. TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a system for
displaying information for quality control of a substrate
produced in a production site of component-mounted
substrates, and also relates to a method for displaying
the information.

2. RELATED ART

[0002] Recent portable telephones and digital house-
hold appliances are smaller in size and have more and
more functions. Accordingly, production of small sub-
strates mounted with micro components with high-den-
sity is required in production sites of component-mounted
substrates.
[0003] In such substrates, even a slight change in the
supply of materials or the condition of jigs may deteriorate
the quality of the substrates. Therefore, it is necessary
to swiftly detect decrease in the precision of each process
and find out a cause of the decrease.
[0004] In view of the above problem, Japanese Unex-
amined Patent Publication No. 2006-343152 describes
a technique including the steps of measuring the
amounts of solders printed at a plurality of positions of a
plurality of substrates and displaying a histogram repre-
senting a frequency distribution of the measured values.
Further, Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No.
2006-71416 describes a technique including the steps
of measuring the height, size, and volume of solders print-
ed on a substrate and displaying a layout chart repre-
senting deviations between the measured values and ref-
erence values in such a manner that the levels are shown
by a plurality of shades of gray.
[0005] Further, there is a method called stratified anal-
ysis, i.e., a quality control method widely employed at
ordinary production sites. This method includes the steps
of classifying constituent elements on a substrate (such
as individual pieces, components, and electrodes) and
productions conditions (such as lots, jigs, and time peri-
ods of production) into a plurality of conditions, making
a graph of averages of measured values and unevenness
for each condition, and comparing the graph in each con-
dition. Then, when a difference of distribution is found
between the graphs under a certain classified condition,
an operation is carried out to find out specific cause, be-
cause the elements used in the classified condition are
considered to have something to do with the decrease
in the quality.
[0006] The decrease in the quality of a component-
mounted substrate may be concentrated on a particular
portion or a particular component, or may be not. In some
cases, a time period in which the quality deteriorated can
be identified, for example, such time period may be de-
termined to be after the lot changes over or after a jig is
replaced. But in other cases, the time period of the de-

terioration in the quality cannot be identified. In order to
identify the cause of the deterioration in the quality in
various circumstances as described above, it is neces-
sary to understand both of variation of measured values
within each substrate (hereinafter referred to as "varia-
tion within substrate") and variation of measured values
between substrates (hereinafter referred to as "variation
between substrates").
[0007] In the method described in Japanese Unexam-
ined Patent Publication No. 2006-343152, measured val-
ues at a plurality of positions on a plurality of substrates
are grouped and displayed as one histogram, and there-
fore, it is considered that neither the variation within sub-
strate nor the variation between substrates can be rec-
ognized. In the method described in Japanese Unexam-
ined Patent Publication No. 2006-71416, the variation
within substrate can be recognized, but it is difficult to
recognize the variation between substrates.
[0008] In a generally-used stratified analysis, the var-
iation within substrate and the variation between sub-
strates can be obtained by classifying a plurality of con-
ditions. However, in order to narrow the reason of dete-
rioration in the quality, it is necessary to arrange many
classified conditions, and it may take a lot of time to iden-
tify the reason. Further, the stratified analysis is not suit-
able for checking whether there is any deterioration in
the quality of products produced in a production line cur-
rently operating. Even if the stratified analysis is used for
such purpose, it is difficult to efficiently perform check
operation.

SUMMARY

[0009] It is an object of the present invention to facilitate
monitoring operation for checking whether or not quality
of a substrate deteriorates as well as operation for iden-
tifying a cause of deterioration in quality. Accordingly, in
the present invention, both of variation within each of
substrates and variation between the substrates can be
checked at a time, and how non-preferable measured
data appear in both of the variations is displayed in an
easily recognizable manner.
[0010] A system according to the present invention is
for displaying information for quality control of a compo-
nent-mounted substrate that is produced in a production
line, at least one process performed in the production
line of the component-mounted substrate is adopted as
a targeted process, and the system uses measured data
obtained in an inspection performed after the targeted
process. The system includes an attribute storage unit,
an attribute input unit, a measured data input unit, a dis-
play information storage unit, a map image generation
unit, and a display control unit.
[0011] The attribute storage unit stores, as an attribute
of a measurement target section, a combination of iden-
tification information of constituent elements related to
each of a plurality of measurement target sections includ-
ed in one component-mounted substrate.
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[0012] The attribute input unit inputs, as an attribute of
a substrate, information representing a production con-
dition of the targeted process performed on each of the
substrates. The measured data input unit inputs the
measured data obtained for each of the measurement
target sections of the substrates in the inspection of the
targeted process.
[0013] The display information storage unit stores dis-
play information, in which numerical values included in
the measured data are classified into a preferable nu-
merical range and a non-preferable numerical range and
the non-preferable numerical range is displayed in a color
or shade different from that of the preferable numerical
range.
[0014] For example, this display information is consid-
ered to be a table in which the numerical ranges are as-
sociated with predetermined colors or shades. Alterna-
tively, a function and a program for converting the meas-
ured data into the predetermined colors and shades may
be used as the display information.
[0015] The map image generation unit generates a
two-dimensional map image representing a distribution
of the measured data upon setting a two-dimensional
area and setting the color or shade to corresponding po-
sitions on the two-dimensional area. The two-dimension-
al area includes a first axis and a second axis. The iden-
tification information of the constituent elements stored
in the attribute storage unit are arranged into a hierarchi-
cal structure based on relationship between the constit-
uent elements, and the first axis is arranged with the
measurement target sections associated with this ar-
rangement. The substrates to be displayed are arranged
into an order of the substrates subjected to the targeted
process. The second axis is arranged with the identifica-
tion information of the production conditions correspond-
ing to the substrates in accordance with this order. The
color or shade is obtained by applying the display infor-
mation to the measured data that are input for each of
the measurement target sections of the substrates. The
display control unit displays, on a monitor apparatus, the
generated two-dimensional map image.
[0016] In the above system, the attributes of the meas-
urement target sections stored in the attribute storage
unit represents how the measurement target sections are
related to a configuration of a completed substrate. For
example, when substrate electrodes (pads) are meas-
ured, the attribute storage unit can store, for each pad,
a combination of identification information of a type of
component connected to the pad, the component, and
electrodes in the component.
[0017] The information input by the attribute input unit
as the attributes of the substrates represents production
conditions of the substrates such as a time period in
which the process is performed, a lot number, identifica-
tion information of jigs used in the targeted process (such
as squeegees of a solder printer and a component feeder
of a component mounting machine). Any information that
changes according to processed substrates and accord-

ing to the elapse of time can be employed as this infor-
mation.
[0018] In the two-dimensional map displayed accord-
ing to the present invention, the identification information
of the constituent elements of the measurement target
sections are arranged into a hierarchical structure, and
the first axis is arranged with the measurement target
sections associated with this arrangement. The sub-
strates are arranged into an order in which the substrates
are subjected to the process, and the second axis is ar-
ranged with the identification information of the produc-
tion conditions corresponding to the substrates in accord-
ance with this order. The measured data of the meas-
urement target sections of the substrates are displayed
in the color or shade corresponding to the measured val-
ues. Therefore, a user can easily understand the produc-
tion conditions and the configuration on the substrate cor-
responding to the measured data.
[0019] The measured data in the non-preferable nu-
merical range are displayed in a color or shade that is
different from that in the preferable numerical range.
Therefore, a user can easily determine whether there is
any deterioration in the quality of the substrates by check-
ing the number and presence/non-presence of indica-
tions representing this non-preferable numerical range.
Further, where the quality is determined to deteriorate,
it is possible to specifically identify the deterioration in
the quality such as a defect occurring at a position cor-
responding to a particular constituent element on the sub-
strate and a defect occurring in the substrate produced
according to a specific production condition. The deteri-
oration can be specifically identified by checking how the
indications representing the non-preferable numerical
range are distributed within the map.
[0020] In the above system according to a preferable
aspect, the display information in the display information
storage unit is defined such that a preferable numerical
range A, a numerical range B whose value is larger than
the numerical range A, and a numerical range C whose
value is smaller than the numerical range A are displayed
in different colors from each other, and the display infor-
mation is defined such that, when values belonging to
the numerical ranges B and C are displayed, a brightness
of the displayed color decreases according to increase
of a difference between a value to be displayed and the
numerical range A.
[0021] According to the above aspect, the distribution
of the measured data having values larger than the pref-
erable numerical range and the distribution of the meas-
ured data having values smaller than the preferable nu-
merical range can be recognized based on the distribu-
tion of colors that are set for each of them. In these colors,
the constituent elements and the substrate whose quality
has greatly deteriorated can be found out by focusing on
a portion on which colors of especially low brightness
(dark colors) are concentrated.
[0022] According to a more preferable aspect, the dis-
play control unit generates a substrate map image rep-
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resenting relationship between the measurement target
sections and the constituent elements representing the
attributes of the measurement target sections, and the
substrate map image is displayed in proximity to the two-
dimensional map image. Consequently, the relationship
between the configuration of the substrate and the indi-
cations within the two-dimensional map can be visually
recognized, and corresponding portions can be more
easily recognized.
[0023] According to another preferable aspect, a plu-
rality of processes included in the production line are
adopted as target processes, the map image generation
unit generates two-dimensional map images respectively
for the target processes, the first axes of the two-dimen-
sional map images being identical, and the display con-
trol unit displays, at a time, the two-dimensional map im-
ages of the targeted processes generated by the map
image generation unit.
[0024] According to the above aspect, two-dimension-
al map images in a plurality of processes showing the
same portion are displayed at a time. Therefore, a worker
can compare the distribution patters of these two-dimen-
sional map images and perform detailed analysis, thus
being able to swiftly identify the process responsible for
the deterioration in the quality of the substrate and the
specific cause of the deterioration.
[0025] Alternatively, the above system may be config-
ured such that information representing the production
conditions and the measured data is input (this input may
be off-line input or input by way of another apparatus)
from the manufacturing apparatuses and the inspection
apparatuses in the targeted process, so that the two-
dimensional map images are generated and displayed,
It should be noted that the display control unit is not limited
to the one that directly controls display operation of the
monitor apparatus. Display data of the two-dimensional
map images may be sent to another apparatus, and the
another apparatus may be caused to display the two-
dimensional map images.
[0026] A method for displaying information according
to this invention includes the following steps to be per-
formed in advance: setting, as an attribute of a measure-
ment target section, a combination of constituent ele-
ments related to each of a plurality of measurement target
sections included in one component-mounted substrate;
and classifying the measured data obtained in the meas-
uring process into a preferable numerical range and a
non-preferable numerical range, and setting display in-
formation for representing the non-preferable numerical
range in a color or shade different from that of the pref-
erable numerical range. The method further includes the
steps of: inputting, as an attribute of a substrate, infor-
mation representing a production condition of the target-
ed process performed on each of the substrates; input-
ting the measured data obtained for each of the meas-
urement target sections of the substrates in the inspec-
tion of the targeted process; displaying, on a screen of a
monitor apparatus, a two-dimensional map image repre-

senting a distribution of the measured data upon display-
ing a two-dimensional area and displaying the color or
shade at corresponding positions on the two-dimensional
area including a first axis and a second axis, in which the
identification information of the constituent elements rep-
resenting the attributes of the measurement target sec-
tions are arranged into a hierarchical structure based on
relationship between the constituent elements, the first
axis is arranged with the measurement target sections
associated with this arrangement, the identification infor-
mation of the substrates to be displayed are arranged
into an order of the substrates subjected to the targeted
process, and the second axis is arranged with the iden-
tification information of the production conditions corre-
sponding to the substrates in accordance with this order,
the color or shade being obtained by applying the display
information to the measured data that are input for each
of the measurement target sections of the substrates.
[0027] As described above, according to the present
invention, the measured data of the measurement target
sections of the substrates are represented in colors or
shades in the two-dimensional area made with the first
axis and the second axis, so that the measured data in
the non-preferable numerical range can be easily recog-
nized. The first axis arranged with the hierarchical struc-
ture made by various kinds of constituent elements of
the substrate, and the second axis arranged with infor-
mation representing the production conditions of the sub-
strates associated with the order of the process of the
substrates. Therefore, a user who sees this display can
easily recognize whether there is any deterioration in the
quality of the substrates and what kind of issues are oc-
curring in relation to the deterioration in the quality, and
the user can identify the cause of the deterioration in the
quality in a short time.
[0028] The document "US 2006/271226 A1" discloses
a system for displaying information for quality control ac-
cording to the preamble of claim 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029]

Fig. 1 is a view showing an example of configuration
of a component-mounted substrate production line
and a system for managing the quality of produced
substrates;
Fig. 2 is a view showing a basic configuration of a
display screen of a color map;
Figs. 3A and 3B are schematic diagrams showing a
configuration of a displayed substrate on which com-
ponents are mounted and a configuration thereof be-
fore the components are mounted, respectively;
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram showing contents of a
solder print configuration;
Fig. 5 is a view showing another example of a distri-
bution pattern of a color map;
Fig. 6 is a view showing another example of a distri-
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bution pattern of a color map;
Fig. 7 is a view showing another example of a distri-
bution pattern of a color map;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing functions arranged
in a server;
Fig. 9 includes tables showing an example of data
structure of a production condition storage unit, a
measured data storage unit, a design condition stor-
age unit, and a display color definition storage unit,
respectively;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart showing a procedure of color
map generation processing;
Fig. 11 is a view showing another example of a dis-
play screen of a color map;
Fig. 12 is a view showing another example of a dis-
play screen of a color map;
Fig. 13 is a view showing another example of a dis-
play screen of a color map;
Fig. 14 is a view showing another example of a dis-
play screen of a color map;
Fig. 15 is a view showing a screen configuration for
collating color maps of processes; and
Figs. 16A to 16C are views extracted from the screen
of Fig. 15, and showing color maps and correspond-
ence display fields showing correspondence be-
tween colors and measured data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0030] Fig. 1 is an example of configuration of a com-
ponent-mounted substrate production line L installed in
a production site and a system M for managing the quality
of produced substrates.
[0031] The substrate production line L includes three
types of manufacturing apparatuses 2A, 2B, 2C and in-
spection apparatuses 3A, 38, 3C respectively arranged
at subsequent stages to the manufacturing apparatuses
2A, 2B, 2C. In the manufacturing apparatuses, the man-
ufacturing apparatus 2A is a solder printer, the manufac-
turing apparatus 2B is a component mounting machine,
and the manufacturing apparatus 2C is a reflow oven.
[0032] The inspection apparatus 3A performs three-
dimensional measuring process using a stereo camera
on a substrate having been subjected to the solder print
process performed by the solder printer 2A, thus meas-
uring the volume of solder printed on each pad on a sub-
strate. Then, the inspection apparatus 3A compares each
measured value with reference values registered in ad-
vance, so as to determine, for each pad, whether the
amount of solder on the pad is appropriate, too much, or
too little.
[0033] The inspection apparatuses 3B, 3C use a two-
dimensional camera to taken an image and inspect ex-
ternal appearance through image processing. The in-
spection apparatus 3B determines whether each mount-
ed component is correct or not and whether there is any
positional displacement with respect to the substrate hav-
ing been subjected to component mounting process per-

formed by the component mounting machine 2B. The
inspection apparatus 3C inspects a surface state of a
solder fillet formed between a substrate-side pad and an
electrode of each mounted component on the substrate
having been subjected to reflow process performed by
the reflow oven 2C.
[0034] The substrate quality control system M is made
as a computer system including the server 1 and terminal
apparatuses 5 used by workers of each division (in the
drawings, three terminal apparatuses 5A, 5B, 5C are
shown. But the number of apparatuses is not limited
thereto.). In the computer system, the server 1 and the
terminal apparatuses are connected with each other via
an intranet. Further, the server 1 is connected to the man-
ufacturing apparatuses 2A to 2C in the substrate produc-
tion line L and the inspection apparatuses 3A to 3C, via
a dedicated circuit Z.
[0035] Every time production of one substrate is fin-
ished, the manufacturing apparatuses 2A to 2C transmit,
to the server 1, information representing conditions under
which the process is performed on the substrate (here-
inafter referred to as "production conditions") based on
an operational definition set in advance. Every time in-
spection of one substrate is finished, the inspection ap-
paratuses 3A to 3C transmit, to the server 1, the inspec-
tion result and measured data obtained through the
measuring process executed for this inspection. Any in-
formation transmitted from any of the apparatuses is at-
tached with identification information of a corresponding
substrate (hereinafter referred to as "substrate ID"). Fur-
ther the measured data transmitted from the inspection
apparatuses 3C to 3C are attached with identification in-
formation of a corresponding measurement target sec-
tion (for example, a pad ID which will be explained later).
[0036] The server 1 stores, to an internal memory (not
shown), information transmitted from the manufacturing
apparatuses 2A to 2C and the inspection apparatuses
3A to 3C and the attached identification information in
such manner that the information is associated with the
attached identification information. Further, when the
server 1 receives, from the terminal apparatus 5, speci-
fication information input to the apparatus, the server
reads, from the memory, information according to the
specification, generates information for confirming the
quality of the produced substrate, and transmits the in-
formation back to the terminal apparatus 5. The terminal
apparatus 5 activates a confirmation operation screen
on a monitor apparatus, based on this transmitted infor-
mation.
[0037] A configuration of a confirmation screen and a
process executed by the server 1 to generate this screen
will be hereinafter explained. For example, in this expla-
nation, a display is presented in order to confirm the pre-
cision of the solder print process performed by the solder
printer 2A.
[0038] Fig. 2 is an example of confirmation operation
screen. In Fig. 2, the volume of solder measured by the
inspection apparatus 3A is represented as a two-dimen-
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sional map 10 (hereinafter referred to as "color map 10")
in which a plurality of colors are distributed. Not only in
Fig. 2 but also in the following drawings of the color map
10, each color is represented by a dot pattern and a shad-
ed pattern.
[0039] A display field 13 is arranged on a side of the
color map 10 in this screen. In the display field 13, each
color is associated with a numerical range represented
by the color.
[0040] An input field 12 having a plurality of input boxes
is arranged above the color map 10. This input field 12
is used to input the above-described specification infor-
mation, and is left in the screen even after the color map
10 is displayed, so that the input field 12 can be used to
confirm the specification information and can be used to
specify a subsequent specification.
[0041] In this input field 12, "quality characteristic"
means the type of the displayed measured data, and
"type of machine" means a manufacturing apparatus to
be displayed. "Production condition" means a condition
occurring when solder print process is performed on each
substrate, and is also used as a condition for narrowing
substrates to be displayed. In this embodiment, sub-
strates included in the range of lot numbers 1 to 4 are
specified as display target.
[0042] "Design condition" means a condition relating
to an arrangement of components and a circuit configu-
ration of a component-mounted substrate. In this embod-
iment, "design condition" is used to mean inputting of a
condition for narrowing target sections whose measured
data are displayed. More specifically, a transistor, i.e., a
particular type of component, is specified as a display
target.
[0043] In the example of Fig. 2, in order to simplify the
illustration, the number of substrates within each lot is
assumed to be 10, and numbers 1, 2, 3, ... are attached
to the substrates as substrate IDs in the order of process.
Further, numbers 1, 2, 3, ... are attached to the meas-
urement target section (pads) specified as display targets
(hereinafter these are referred to as "pad IDs").
[0044] Figs. 3A and 3B each show a substrate speci-
fied as a display target for the above-described color map
10. Figs. 3A and 3B are schematic diagrams, which are
compared with each other. Fig. 3A shows a configuration
of the substrate on which components have been mount-
ed, and Fig. 3B shows a configuration of the substrate
before the components are mounted. In these schematic
diagrams, the mounted components are limited to tran-
sistors specified by the design condition, and each com-
ponent and each pad are drawn in such a manner that
their sizes are exaggerated.
[0045] In the substrate according to this embodiment,
four individual pieces are integrally formed. Each individ-
ual piece has the same type of mounted components and
the same circuit configuration. The individual pieces are
separated from each other after the substrate is complet-
ed, and each of the individual pieces is incorporated as
a control circuit into a product. In this embodiment, each

individual piece is mounted with two specified compo-
nents (transistors).
[0046] In this embodiment, identification codes AA,
AB, BA, BB are given to the individual pieces. Further,
in any of the individual pieces, a left-side component is
called "component a", and a right-side component is
called "component b". Further, common numbers 1, 2, 3
(hereinafter referred to as "pin numbers") are attached
to three electrodes that each of the components a and b
has.
[0047] The schematic diagram of the substrate without
components in Fig. 3B shows arrangement of 24 pads P
corresponding to electrodes arranged on the compo-
nents a and b on the individual pieces AA, AB, BA, BC.
Numbers (1 to 24) respectively representing the pad IDs
are indicated at a position in proximity to each pad P.
[0048] As described above, each pad P is identified by
the pad ID, and can also be identified by a combination
of identification codes of the individual piece, the com-
ponents, and the electrodes of the component-mounted
substrate. For example, the pad having the pad ID 1 is
"a pad connected with the electrode having the pin
number 1 of the component a of the individual piece AA",
and the pad having the pad ID 13 is "a pad connected
with the electrode having the pin number 1 of the com-
ponent a of the individual piece BA." In other words, a
combination of identification information of the individual
piece, the component, and the electrode indicates a con-
stituent element related to each pad P on the component-
mounted substrate, and serves as information represent-
ing a content unique to each pad P.
[0049] The substrate without components includes sol-
ders printed on the pads P, which are not shown in Figs.
3A and 3B. On the other hand, the component-mounted
substrate includes not only the components and elec-
trodes shown in the drawings but also pads P and fillets
formed between a pad P and a component-side elec-
trode.
[0050] Subsequently, the solder print process execut-
ed by the solder printer 2A according to this embodiment
will be explained with reference to Fig. 4. Shown in the
drawing are a substrate to be processed S and pad P.
[0051] When the solder printer 2A according to this em-
bodiment receives a substrate S conveyed thereinto, the
solder printer 2A places a mask MK having opening sec-
tions H corresponding to the pads P onto the upper sur-
face thereof, providing a cream solder F thereon, and
moves squeegees G1 and G2. In this case, when an odd-
number substrate S is processed, the cream solder F is
provided to the left end of the mask MK in the drawing,
and the squeegee G1 on the left side is moved from left
to right, so that solder print is performed on this substrate
S. As a result of this process, the cream solder F that is
not attached to the pads P is moved to the right hand of
the mask M. Therefore, when a subsequent even-
number substrate S is processed, the squeegee G2 on
the right side is moved from right to left, so that the cream
solder F is moved to left, and solder print is performed.
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[0052] In this embodiment, the moving direction of the
squeegee G1 is referred to as "forward direction", and
the moving direction of the squeegee G2 is referred to
as "backward direction". "Forward direction" and "back-
ward direction" are represented by letters "F" and "B" that
represent the moving directions of the squeegees G1
and G2, respectively.
[0053] The substrate production line L manages pro-
duced substrates in units of lots. Accordingly, when a
substrate is conveyed into the solder printer 2A, i.e., the
first manufacturing apparatus in the substrate production
line L, a lot number of a corresponding lot and a process
order within the lot (the order of the substrate within the
lot) are attached to the substrate as production condi-
tions.
[0054] Further, as shown in Fig. 4, since the solder
printer 2A uses the two squeegees G1 and G2 alternate-
ly, a production condition indicating "which of the forward
squeegee or the backward squeegee is used" is gener-
ated when the solder print process is performed on each
substrate.
[0055] Every time the solder printer 2A processes one
substrate, the solder printer 2A transmits, to the server
1, not only information representing the production con-
ditions generated with respect to this substrate (lot
number, process order, type of squeegee) but also the
substrate ID of the substrate. The server 1 stores this
information to the memory, and uses the information as
attribute information when the color map 10 is generated.
[0056] Now, Fig. 2 is referenced again, and the expla-
nation about the display screen of the color map 10 is
resumed.
[0057] As shown in the display field 13 on the right end
of this screen, in this embodiment, the measured values
of solder volumes are converted into percent, the con-
verted measured values are classified into a plurality of
numerical ranges, and a color is assigned to each range.
In this embodiment, 100% solder volume corresponds to
an ideal value of solder volume defined by a user, and
the range of 90 to 110% is represented in white color,
meaning a preferable numerical range. In contrast, the
range of 110% or more is represented in red-like color,
meaning that the solder amount is too much. On the other
hand, the range of 90% or less is represented in blue-
like color, meaning that the solder amount is too little.
Each of red-like color and blue-like color has five levels
such that the farther the level is away from the preferable
level, the lower the brightness becomes (brighter red or
brighter blue).
[0058] The above preferable numerical range is deter-
mined according to a predetermined rule defined in ad-
vance, regardless of the range in which the inspection
apparatus 3A determines that the substrate is non-de-
fective. Therefore, some of the substrates that belong to
the non-preferable numerical range, i.e., substrates
whose solder volume is 110% or more and substrates
whose solder volume is 90% or less, may include a sub-
strate that is determined to be non-defective by the in-

spection apparatus 3A. On the contrary, depending on
the configured rule, the preferable numerical range may
correspond to non-defective range of the inspection ap-
paratus 3A.
[0059] The boundary between the preferable numeri-
cal range and the non-preferable numerical range cannot
be uniquely determined in terms of technology, but may
vary according to users.
[0060] The color map 10 is arranged with 40 cells (the
number of substrates) in the horizontal axis direction and
24 cells in the vertical axis direction, based on specified
content. In the horizontal axis direction of the cells, the
substrate IDs are associated in order. In the vertical axis
direction, the pad IDs are associated in order.
[0061] Further, in the horizontal axis direction, the iden-
tification information of each lot, "log 1", "lot 2", "lot 3",
"lot 4" and the identification information of used squee-
gees, "forward" and "backward", are arranged in associ-
ation with each substrate ID. The identification informa-
tion serves as attributes representing production condi-
tions generated when the solder print process is per-
formed on each substrate. Further, since the identifica-
tion information of the lot is common to a plurality of sub-
strates and switches as time advances, the identification
information of the lot is arranged as superordinate con-
cept of the squeegee information.
[0062] In the vertical axis direction, information of the
type of component, the individual piece, the component,
and the electrode (PIN) representing attributes of each
pad is displayed and arranged in hierarchical structure
format based on actual relationship on the substrate. The
order of arrangement of 24 pads in the vertical axis di-
rection is actually not based on the pad ID, but is deter-
mined based on the arrangement of the hierarchical
structure of the constituent elements of this substrate.
[0063] Each cell of the color map 10 displays a color
representing measured data obtained with respect to the
corresponding pad of the corresponding substrate.
Therefore, the color pattern in the vertical axis direction
represents variation, within the substrate, of the solder
volume of each substrate. The color pattern in the hori-
zontal axis direction represents variation, between the
substrates, of 40 substrates.
[0064] According to the color map 10, when there are
a few red-like or blue-like cells indicating non-preferable
measured values, and these cells are not concentrated
on a particular region, it is not necessary to perceive this
as a problem. However, when the red-like or blue-like
cells are widely distributed over the map, or when such
cells are concentrated on a predetermined region in the
map, the production conditions or the design condition
of the substrate are considered to have some kind of
defect, and it is necessary to analyze the cause. In this
embodiment, the horizontal axis direction of the color
map 10 is associated with the production conditions of
the substrate, and the vertical axis direction is associated
with a combination of constituent elements related to
measurement target sections. Therefore, a cause of de-
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terioration of the measured value can be easily estimated
by checking display of each axis corresponding to a cell
representing a non-preferable measured value.
[0065] In the color map 10 of the example of Fig. 2, in
a region corresponding to the individual piece AB of the
lot 4, there are many blue-like cells indicating that the
solder amount is too tittle. In this case, some kind of defect
is considered to have taken place in the solder print to
the portion corresponding to the individual piece AB while
the production of lot 4 is executed. Therefore, a cause
of deterioration of the quality at this portion can be iden-
tified by checking the process content at the portion cor-
responding to the individual piece AB, so that further de-
terioration of the quality can be prevented.
[0066] As described above, in this embodiment, it is
possible to easily recognize a region on which cells hav-
ing non-preferable measured values are concentrated,
based on the distribution pattern of colors within the map.
Accordingly, based on the range of each axis corre-
sponding to the region, it is possible to identify the pro-
duction conditions of the substrate when the amount of
solder becomes non-preferable, and identify the constit-
uent elements connected to the pad whose solder
amount is not preferable. Therefore, a cause of defect in
the solder amount can be easily identified, and further,
necessary steps can be taken before the condition of
solder further deteriorates to result in many defects.
[0067] Figs. 5 to 7 show other examples of distribution
patterns of the color map 10. In the below, a cell having
red-like or blue-like color is called "abnormal cell".
[0068] First, in the example of Fig. 5, abnormal cells
are concentrated on a region corresponding to the lot 3.
In the lot 3, the distribution of abnormal cells in the vertical
axis direction appears to be random, and the abnormal
cells appear to have no difference between the forward
squeegee and the backward squeegee. In this kind of
case, the reason why the number of pads whose solder
amount is not preferable has increased can be identified
by checking whether there is any production condition
commonly applied to each substrate in the process of
the lot 3 (for example, whether the lot 3 uses a mask
different from that used in other lots).
[0069] Subsequently, in the example of Fig, 6, abnor-
mal cells are concentrated in a region corresponding to
the component b, regardless of the lot or the individual
piece. Further, in the example of Fig. 7, abnormal cells
are concentrated in a region corresponding to the elec-
trode having the pin number 3 of the components a and
b, regardless of the lot, the individual piece, or the com-
ponent.
[0070] When the measured value of the pad corre-
sponding to the particular constituent element on the sub-
strate is not preferable just as the cases of Figs. 6 and
7, there is a possibility that the production conditions are
not in conformity with the design condition of the sub-
strate. For example, when the size of the pad is small,
the opening sections H of the mask H accordingly be-
come small, but the small opening sections H reduce the

passage characteristic of the cream solder. Therefore,
the distribution pattern of abnormal cells as shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 may appear when a preferable amount of
solder cannot be transferred because a particular com-
ponent or an electrode pad is made small due to the
relationship with surrounding components. However, the
defect of the solder amount can be solved by reconsid-
ering the production conditions in view of the character-
istics of the substrate-side configuration, for example, by
changing the mask to one having larger opening sections
H.
[0071] The relationship between the pad and the con-
figuration of the substrate cannot be readily estimated
by simply indicating a portion having bad measured val-
ues with the identification information (pad ID) of each
pad. Even if the causes as described above can be es-
timated, it takes much time to estimate the causes. In
view of this problem, in this embodiment, a constituent
element corresponding to the range on which abnormal
cells are concentrated can be immediately found out.
Therefore, a cause of deterioration of the solder amount
can be easily determined.
[0072] Fig. 8 shows various functions arranged in the
server 1.
[0073] In Fig. 8, storage units 101 to 105 are shown,
which are actually a group of information stored in the
memory of the server 1. In the storage units 101 to 105,
the production condition storage unit 101, the measured
data storage unit 102, the design condition storage unit
103, and the display color definition storage unit 104
show examples of data structure in Fig. 9 according to
specific examples of Figs. 2 to 4 explained above.
[0074] In addition to the above-described storage
units, the server 1 is arranged with functions of a produc-
tion condition input unit 106, a measured data input unit
107, an inspection result input unit 108, a specification
receiving unit 109, a display data generation unit 100,
and a display data output unit 110.
[0075] The production condition input unit 106 receives
transmissions of information representing the production
conditions of the substrates from the manufacturing ap-
paratuses 2A, 2B, 2C, and stores the received informa-
tion to the production condition storage unit 101. The
measured data input unit 107 receives transmissions of
the measured data obtained in the inspections performed
on each substrate from the inspection apparatuses 3A,
36, 3C, and stores the received information to the meas-
ured data storage unit 102. The inspection result input
unit 108 receives transmissions of images used in the
inspections from the inspection apparatuses 3A, 3B, 3C,
and stores the received images to the inspection image
storage unit 105.
[0076] The information stored in the design condition
storage unit 103 is generated in advance based on design
information of substrates, and is input to the server 1.
The display color definition storage unit 104 is introduced
to the server 1 together with programs for various func-
tions shown in the drawings. Not only the data structure
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shown in Fig. 9 but also measured values of 100% (input
by a user in advance), serving as reference values for
converting the measured data into percent, are regis-
tered to the display color definition storage unit 104.
[0077] The terminal apparatus 5 receives a specifying
operation relating to generation of the color map 10, and
the specification receiving unit 109 receives the specified
content from the terminal apparatus 5.
[0078] The display data generation unit 100 includes
a color map generation unit 111, a statistic processing
unit 112, a substrate map generation unit 113, and a dis-
play image extraction unit 114. In these units, the color
map generation unit 111 reads necessary information
from the production information storage unit 101, the
measured data storage unit 102, the design condition
storage unit 103, based on information received by a
specifying operation receiving unit 109, and generates
image data of the color map 10. At this occasion, the
color of each cell of the color map 10 is derived by ap-
plying the definition of the display color definition storage
unit 104 as shown in Fig. 9 to a value obtained by con-
verting the value of the measured data corresponding to
the pad and the substrate corresponding to the cell into
percent based on the above reference value.
[0079] The statistic processing unit 112 and the sub-
strate map generation unit 113 respectively generate a
management graph 14 and a substrate map 15, which
are display on screens according to the second and sub-
sequent embodiments explained later. The display im-
age extraction unit 114 executes process for reading an
image of a section corresponding to a predetermined cell
in the color map 10 from the inspection image storage
unit 105.
[0080] The display data output unit 110 transmits, to
the terminal apparatus 5, various kinds of information
generated by the display data generation unit 100. The
terminal apparatus 5 uses the transmitted information to
activate, on a monitor apparatus of the terminal appara-
tus 5, a screen as shown in the examples of Fig. 2 or Fig.
11 and subsequent drawings.
[0081] Fig. 10 shows a procedure of process of the
above functions that is executed by the color map gen-
eration unit 113. Hereinafter, the color map 10 having
the configuration as shown in Fig. 2 is assumed to be
generated, and the explanation will be made with refer-
ence to Figs. 8 and 9 as necessary.
[0082] In the first step ST1, an operation for specifying
the display target range with the color map 10 is received
from the specifying operation receiving unit 109. More
specifically, various kinds of information shown in a dis-
play field 12 of Fig. 2 are received.
[0083] Subsequently, in step ST2, the design condition
storage unit 103 is searched based on information in the
received information that is input as "design condition"
(transistor), so that the identification information (individ-
ual piece ID, component ID, pin number, pad ID) subor-
dinate to this information is read out. Then, the pad in
the measurement target section is identified based on

the pad ID of the identification information, and the hier-
archical structure data of the constituent element corre-
sponding to the measurement target section is set based
on the other four kinds of information.
[0084] Subsequently, in step ST3, the production con-
dition storage unit 101 is searched based on the infor-
mation input as "production condition" (lots 1 to 4), so
that the substrate ID corresponding to this information
and the subordinate production condition (squeegee di-
rection) are read out, and the hierarchical structure data
of the production condition in conformity with the order
of the substrate ID is generated.
[0085] In step ST4, the pad ID, the substrate ID, and
the hierarchical structure data generated in steps ST2
and ST3 are used to generate framework information of
the color map 10. In step ST5, the measured data storage
unit 102 is searched based on the combinations of the
pad ID and each substrate ID, so that the measured data
to be displayed is read out. Then, the loop from step ST6
to step ST 10 is executed for each of the measured data.
[0086] In this loop, first, a corresponding cell in the color
map 10 is identified based on the corresponding sub-
strate ID and the pad ID (ST7). Subsequently, the display
color definition storage unit 10 4 is searched based on
the value of the measured data, so that the display color
of the measured data is decided (ST8), and the display
color is set to the corresponding cell (ST9).
[0087] The image data of the color map 10 generated
as a result of the above procedure is given to the display
data output unit 11. The image data is transmitted from
the display data output unit 110 to the terminal apparatus
5. Therefore, the screen as shown in Fig. 2 is displayed
on the monitor screen of the terminal apparatus 5.
[0088] The embodiments (the second to sixth embod-
iments) of display screens whose functions are further
improved based on the color map 10 as shown in Fig. 2
will be hereinafter explained. In the below explanation,
the added functions will be mainly explained. In any of
the embodiments, the same elements are attached with
the same reference signs, and the description about the
elements explained in the previous embodiment is either
not provided or simplified.

<Second Embodiment>

[0089] A screen of Fig. 11 showing this embodiment
includes not only the color map 10 but also an Xbar-R
management graph 14 of measured values and a sub-
strate map 15.
[0090] The Xbar-R management graph 14 is generat-
ed by obtaining, for each substrate, an average value
Xbar of the measured data and a difference R between
the maximum value and the minimum value, and showing
them as a time-series graph. The data of this graph is
generated by the statistic processing unit 112 of Fig. 8,
and the scale of the horizontal axis is arranged to corre-
spond to the color map 10.
[0091] The substrate map 15 includes the layout chart
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of the substrate without components (the layout of the
individual pieces and the pads) that is associated with
the identification information of other constituent ele-
ments. The substrate map generation unit 113 of Fig. 8
generates data used to display this substrate map 15.
[0092] In the Xbar-R management graph 14, a refer-
ence line 16 in the center of the graph of the average
value Xbar is associated with the measured value at
100%. The difference R between the maximum value
and the minimum value increases when the variation of
the measured data within the substrate increases. There-
fore, a worker looks at a portion in which the Xbar value
is greatly different from the reference line 16 and a portion
in which the value R is large, and knows a process period
in which the solder print precision is low, so that the work-
er can focus on checking the distribution of the color map
10 during that period.
[0093] According to the substrate map 15, the state of
the pads in relation to the elements of the substrate can
be correctly recognized based on the actual positions
and directions of the pads and the identification informa-
tion of the components and the electrodes. Therefore,
when an abnormal cell appears in the color map 10, it is
possible to easily identify in which range of the substrate
the pads corresponding to the cell and the constituent
elements corresponding to the pad are located.

<Third Embodiment>

[0094] A screen shown in Fig. 12 includes not only the
configuration of the second embodiment but also an input
field 17 for specifying any one of the displayed pads with
corresponding substrate ID and pad ID, a display field
18 showing an image of the pad specified by the input
field 17, and a display field 19 showing measured data
of the pad. In the color map 10, the Xbar-R management
graph 14, and the substrate map 15, the portions corre-
sponding to the input IDs are indicated by frame mars g1
to g4 in predetermined colors. The image in the display
field 18 is read out by the display image extraction unit
114 of Fig. 8.
[0095] According to the above configuration, a worker
confirms a region on which abnormal cells in the color
map 10 are concentrated, and thereafter selects one of
the pads corresponding to this region, so that the worker
can see the actual image and the measured data of the
pad. Further, the position and the direction of the selected
pad can be visually recognized based on the frame mark
g4 on the substrate map.
[0096] The process for specifying the pad to be dis-
played may also be performed by clicking a correspond-
ing cell in the color map 10. In this case, according to
click operation, the display of the input field 17 is also
switched to the pad having the ID corresponding to the
operated cell.
[0097] Alternatively, when the screen is activated, the
pads to be displayed may be automatically extracted from
the range in which there are many abnormal cells, and

the image and the measured data thereof may be dis-
played. Thereafter, as necessary, the display may be
switched according to user’s selection.

<Fourth Embodiment>

[0098] A screen shown in Fig. 13 includes not only the
configuration of the third embodiment but also an input
field 20 for specifying the range on which abnormal cells
are concentrated in the color map 10. In the input field
20, "production condition" is used to specify the attribute
of the horizontal axis direction of the color map 10, "de-
sign condition" is used to specify the attribute of the ver-
tical axis of the color map 10. In this example, the range
corresponding to the substrate of the lot 4 is specified in
the horizontal axis direction, and the range correspond-
ing to the individual piece AB is specified in the vertical
axis direction.
[0099] When the above specification is made, the
specified range in each axis direction of the color map
10 is indicated by frame marks MY and MG in predeter-
mined colors. Also in each of the Xbar-R management
graph 14 and the substrate map 15, the frame marks
MG1 and MY1 are set to the range corresponding to the
specified range. Regarding these frame images, the
frame marks MG and MG1 corresponding to the specified
production conditions are displayed in green, and the
frame marks MY and MY1 corresponding to the specified
design condition are displayed in yellow colors.
[0100] According to the above arrangements, when a
worker compares the portions indicated by the frame
marks, the worker can easily understand a relationship
between the abnormal range recognized in the color map
10 and the Xbar-R management graph 14 as well as the
constituent elements of the substrate and the production
conditions corresponding thereto.
[0101] In these embodiments, an operation for speci-
fying the range of the color map 10 can be performed
without inputting the input field 20. Further, the range on
which abnormal cells are concentrated can be automat-
ically extracted, and the frame marks can be accordingly
displayed.

<Fifth Embodiment

[0102] A screen shown in Fig. 14 is arranged with a
display field 21 instead of the substrate map 15 and the
display fields 18 and 19 in the above embodiments. The
display field 21 comprehensively includes the concepts
of all of the substrate map 15 and the display fields 18
and 19. Further, the input field 20 similar to that of the
fourth embodiment receives a specification of the range
on which abnormal cells are concentrated, and four cells
are selected in and out of the specified range, based on
the specification. Then, the information about these cells
are displayed in the display field 21.
[0103] More specifically, this will be explained with ref-
erence to Fig. 14. In this embodiment, an abnormal cell
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at a position having a substrate ID 38 and a pad ID 11 is
selected from the specified range (the method for selec-
tion may be either click operation or automatic selection.).
[0104] According to the color map 10, the selected ab-
normal cell is on the individual piece AB of the 8th sub-
strate processed in the lot 4, and corresponds to the pad
connected to the electrode having a pin number 2 of the
component b. Further, in this embodiment, a cell (i.e.,
the pad having an ID 17) corresponding to an electrode
having the pin number 2 of the component b on the indi-
vidual piece BA that is different from the selected one is
selected from cells having the same substrate ID. Fur-
ther, a substrate ID 28 outside of the range specified in
the input field 20 is selected, and cells having the same
pad IDs (11, 17) as the cells selected with respect to the
substrate ID 38 are selected from cells corresponding to
this substrate ID. These selection may also be automat-
ically made based on the production condition of the
measured data, the design information, and the produc-
tion condition of the substrate, or may be made according
to selection operation.
[0105] The display field 21 displays actual images of
the pads corresponding to the selected cells, the meas-
ured data thereof, and the substrate maps of the sub-
strates. Further, the pads in the images and the substrate
maps and the selected cells in the color map 10 are in-
dicated by frame marks (reference signs not provided)
in colors, such that corresponding ones are indicated in
the same color.
[0106] The substrate having the ID 38 and the sub-
strate having the ID 28 have the same production con-
dition in that both are processed as the eighth substrate
within each lot and that the backward squeegee is used.
Therefore, the worker can perform detailed analysis op-
eration by collating the image and the measured data
with those of the pads having the same production con-
dition and the same relationship of the constituent ele-
ments.

<Sixth Embodiment>

[0107] Fig. 15 shows an example where similar infor-
mation is generated with respect to not only the above-
described solder print process but also the component
mounting process and the reflow process and the gen-
erated information is arranged in one screen. The refer-
ence signs in the drawing are based on those in Figs. 11
to 13. However, suffixes A, B, C are attached to reference
signs of the same content so as to distinguish them from
each other.
[0108] Figs. 16A to 16C show color maps 10A, 10B,
10C of each step and display field 13A, 13B, 13C (indi-
cations of frame marks are not provided). The display
field 13A, 13B, 13C and the display field 13A, 13B, 13C
are extracted from the above screen. The display fields
13A, 13B, 13C represent relationship between the nu-
merical ranges and the colors on the map. In reality, the
screen can be changed to the display showing only the

color map 10 in this manner, or the screens of Figs. 15
and 16A to 16C can be displayed in parallel using two
monitor apparatuses. Alternatively, three monitor appa-
ratuses may be arranged side by side, and these monitor
apparatuses may individually show the display of each
step.
[0109] A color map 10A of the solder print process has
the same configuration as that of the previous embodi-
ments. In the other two color maps 10B and 10C, the
vertical axis direction is associated with the attribute in-
formation in the hierarchical structure in the same man-
ner as that of the color map 10A, but the horizontal axis
direction is associated with respectively different infor-
mation.
[0110] More specifically, an identification number (ei-
ther 1 or 2) of a component cassette used to mount a
component to be displayed (transistor) is set to subordi-
nate of the lots 1, 2, 3, 4 in the horizontal axis of the color
map 10B. The hierarchical structure data is not set in the
horizontal axis of the color map C. Only the lots 1, 2, 3,
4 are associated with the horizontal axis of the color map
C.
[0111] Instead of the volumes of solders, colors con-
verted from the amounts of vertical positional displace-
ments with respect to the pads are set to the cells in the
color map 10B. The amount of positional displacement
is given a plus or minus sign representing the direction
of positional displacement. The positional displacement
in the range from -20 to +20 is set as a preferable nu-
merical range. The numerical range of +20 or more is
indicated in red-like color. The numerical range of -20 or
less is indicated in blue-like color. Thus, the positional
displacements are shown upon being divided into the
plurality of ranges.
[0112] Colors converted from the areas of fillets of the
pads are set to the cells in the color map 10C. This size
is converted into percent using a predetermined value
as a reference value, and the converted values are as-
signed with colors according to the definition similar to
that for the solder volume.
[0113] According to this embodiment, the measured
data of the same constituent element on the substrate
can be compared between the processes. Therefore,
how a certain process exerts an influence on another
process can be easily found out. For example, according
to Figs. 16A to 16C, abnormal cells can also be seen in
the color map 10C in the component mounting process,
but the distribution thereof appears to be random. In con-
trast, abnormal cells in the color map 10 of the reflow
process are concentrated on the same region as the re-
gion on which abnormal cells are concentrated in the
color map 10A of the solder print process. Therefore, the
amount of solder used in the solder print is considered
to exert much influence on the process result of the reflow
process.
[0114] Further, according to Fig. 15, when a selection
operation is performed to select a cell in any one of the
color maps 10A, 10B, 10C, an image of a pad corre-
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sponding to the selected cell is displayed in the corre-
sponding one of the display fields 18A, 18B, 18C of the
image in the screen in this embodiment, and the meas-
ured data are displayed in the corresponding one of dis-
play fields 19A, 19B, 19C. Therefore, a user can confirm
the degree of abnormality by collating the color maps
10A to 10C with each other and collating the actual im-
ages showing the same portion with each other.
[0115] Regarding the display of quality control infor-
mation, other conceivable embodiments will be ex-
plained.
[0116] In the above embodiments, the color map is
generated with respect to the already-processed sub-
strates whose production condition and measured data
are stored in the server 1. However, the present invention
is not limited thereto. Every time a process of one sub-
strate is finished, data generated with respect to the sub-
strate may be incorporated, and a color map may be dis-
played line by line. In this case, only the constituent ele-
ments of the substrate to be displayed may be specified,
so that the measured data can be displayed with respect
to the substrates processed in a predetermined period
of time in the past.
[0117] With this configuration, a worker in each division
can check the process state of the production line L along
with the progress thereof. Therefore, when the measured
data appears to deteriorate, the worker can swiftly check
this, and can take necessary steps before a serious de-
fect occurs. Alternatively, when the worker cannot always
monitor the process state, the number of abnormal cells
may be counted at a regular interval of time, and a warn-
ing may be output when this counted number exceeds a
predetermined reference value.
[0118] When a non-preferable measured value is dis-
played in the color map, both of the red-like color and the
blue-like color may not be shown according to the nu-
merical ranges of the previous embodiments. Instead,
the red-like color and the blue-like color may gradually
reduce its brightness, as the measured value goes away
from the preferable numerical range. Even though the
magnitude of the measured data cannot be distin-
guished, the two-dimensional map may be generated in
gray scale.
[0119] In the quality control system as shown in Figs.
1 and 8, the server 1 generates display information such
as the color map 10 according to a request from the ter-
minal apparatus 5, and transmits the display information
to the terminal apparatus 5. Alternatively, the terminal
apparatus 5 may receive necessary information from the
server 1, and may generate and display the color map 10.
[0120] Alternatively, a combination of the functions of
the server 1 and the functions of the terminal apparatus
5 may be arranged in control units (i.e., computers built
in the inspection apparatuses 3A, 3B, 3C or externally
attached thereto) of the inspection apparatuses 3A, 3B,
3C of each process. In this case, the control units can
check, as necessary, whether there is any decrease in
the precisions of the processes performed by the corre-

sponding manufacturing apparatuses 2A, 2B, 2C, while
performing inspections. When any decrease is recog-
nized, it is possible to swiftly take measures.
[0121] Further alternatively, for the purpose same as
above, a combination of the functions of the server 1 and
the functions of the terminal apparatus 5 may be arranged
in control units (i.e., computers built in the manufacturing
apparatuses 2A, 2B, 2C or externally attached thereto)
of the manufacturing apparatuses 2A, 2B, 2C of each
process. In this case, the manufacturing apparatuses 2A,
2B, 2C receive measured data about an inspected sub-
strate from the inspection apparatuses 3A, 3B, 3C of the
subsequent stage or the server 1, and generate display
information such as color maps.

Claims

1. A system (M) for displaying information for quality
control of a component-mounted substrate that is
produced in a production line (L), at least one proc-
ess performed in the production line (L) of the com-
ponent-mounted substrate being adopted as a tar-
geted process, and the system (M) being adapted
to use measured data obtained in an inspection per-
formed after the targeted process,
the system (M) comprising:

an attribute storage unit (1) for storing, as an
attribute of a measurement target section, a
combination of identification information of con-
stituent elements related to each of a plurality
of measurement target sections included in one
component-mounted substrate;
an attribute input unit (106) for inputting, as an
attribute of a substrate, information representing
a production condition of the targeted process
performed on each of the substrates;
a measured data input unit (107) for inputting
the measured data obtained for each of the
measurement target sections of the substrates
in the inspection of the targeted process;
a display information storage unit (104) for stor-
ing display information in which numerical val-
ues included in the measured data are classified
into a preferable numerical range and a non-
preferable numerical range, the non-preferable
numerical range being displayed in a color or
shade different from that of the preferable nu-
merical range;

characterised by a map image generation unit (100)
for generating a two-dimensional map image (10)
representing a distribution of the measured data up-
on setting a two-dimensional area and setting the
color or shade to corresponding positions on the two-
dimensional area including a first axis and a second
axis, in which the identification information of the
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constituent elements stored in the attribute storage
unit (1) are arranged into a hierarchical structure
based on relationship between the constituent ele-
ments, the first axis being arranged with the meas-
urement target sections associated with said ar-
rangement of the identification information of the
constituent elements, the substrates to be displayed
being arranged into an order of the substrates sub-
jected to the targeted process, and the second axis
being arranged with the identification information of
the production conditions corresponding to the sub-
strates in accordance with said order, the color or
shade being obtained by applying the display infor-
mation to the measured data that are input for each
of the measurement target sections of the sub-
strates; and
a display control unit (110) for displaying, on a mon-
itor apparatus (5), the two-dimensional map image
generated by the map image generation unit (100).

2. The system (M) according to claim 1, wherein in the
hierarchical structure of the first axis, a type of com-
ponent or a position in the entire substrate is super-
ordinate, and an electrode or a component is subor-
dinate.

3. The system (M) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the display information in the display information
storage unit (104) is defined such that a preferable
numerical range A, a numerical range B whose value
is larger than the numerical range A, and a numerical
range C whose value is smaller than the numerical
range A are displayed in different colors from each
other, and the display information is defined such
that, when values belonging to the numerical ranges
B and C are displayed, a brightness of the displayed
color decreases according to increase of a difference
between a value to be displayed and the numerical
range A.

4. The system (M) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the display control unit (110) is adapted to generate
a substrate map image representing relationship be-
tween the measurement target sections and the con-
stituent elements representing the attributes of the
measurement target sections, the substrate map im-
age being displayed in proximity to the two-dimen-
sional map image.

5. The system (M) according to any one of claims 1 to
4, wherein
a plurality of processes included in the production
line (L) are adopted as target processes,
the map image generation unit (100) is adapted to
generate two-dimensional map images respectively
for the target processes, the first axes of the two-
dimensional map images being identical, and
the display control unit (110) is adapted to display,

at a time, the two-dimensional map images of the
targeted processes generated by the map image
generation unit (100).

6. A method for displaying information for quality con-
trol of a component-mounted substrate that is pro-
duced in a production line (L), at least one process
performed in the production line (L) of the compo-
nent-mounted substrate being adopted as a targeted
process, the method using measured data obtained
in an inspection performed after the targeted proc-
ess,
the method comprising the following steps to be per-
formed in advance:

setting, as an attribute of a measurement target
section, a combination of constituent elements
related to each of a plurality of measurement
target sections included in one component-
mounted substrate; and
classifying the measured data obtained in the
inspection into a preferable numerical range and
a non-preferable numerical range, and setting
display information for representing the non-
preferable numerical range in a color or shade
different from that of the preferable numerical
range, and
the method further comprising the steps of:

inputting, as an attribute of a substrate, in-
formation representing a production condi-
tion of the targeted process performed on
each of the substrates;
inputting the measured data obtained for
each of the measurement target sections of
the substrates in the inspection of the tar-
geted process;
characterised by displaying, on a screen
of a monitor apparatus (5), a two-dimen-
sional map image (10) representing a dis-
tribution of the measured data upon display-
ing a two-dimensional area and displaying
the color or shade at corresponding posi-
tions on the two-dimensional area including
a first axis and a second axis, in which the
identification information of the constituent
elements representing the attributes of the
measurement target sections are arranged
into a hierarchical structure based on rela-
tionship between the constituent elements,
the first axis being arranged with the meas-
urement target sections associated with
said arrangement of identification informa-
tion of the constituent elements, the identi-
fication information of the substrates to be
displayed being arranged into an order of
the substrates subjected to the targeted
process, and the second axis being ar-
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ranged with the identification information of
the production conditions corresponding to
the substrates in accordance with said or-
der, the color or shade being obtained by
applying the display information to the
measured data that are input for each of the
measurement target sections of the sub-
strates.

Patentansprüche

1. Informationsanzeigesystem (M) zur Qualitätskont-
rolle eines komponentenmontierten Substrats, das
in einer Produktionslinie (L) produziert wird, wobei
zumindest ein Prozess, der in der Produktionslinie
(L) des komponentenmontierten Substrats durchge-
führt wird, als ein zielorientierter Prozess angenom-
men ist, und das System (M) dazu ausgebildet ist,
Messdaten zu verwenden, die in einer Überprüfung
nach dem zielorientierten Prozess erhalten werden,
das System (M) umfassend:

eine Attributspeichereinheit (1) zum Speichern,
als ein Attribut eines Messzielabschnitts, einer
Kombination von Identifizierungsinformationen
von Bestandteilen, die mit jedem der mehreren
Messzielabschnitte in Zusammenhang stehen,
die in einem komponentenmontierten Substrat
enthalten sind;
eine Attributeingabeeinheit (106) zum Einge-
ben, als ein Attribut eines Substrats, von Infor-
mationen, die eine Produktionsbedingung des
zielorientierten Prozesses darstellen, der an je-
dem der Substrate ausgeführt wird;
eine Messdateneingabeeinheit (107) zum Ein-
geben der für jeden der Messzielabschnitte der
Substrate in der Überprüfung des zielorientier-
ten Prozesses erhaltenen Messdaten;
eine Anzeigeinformationsspeichereinheit (104)
zum Speichern von Anzeigeinformationen, in
welcher numerische Werte, die in den Messda-
ten enthalten sind, in einen bevorzugten nume-
rischen Bereich und einen nicht bevorzugten nu-
merischen Bereich klassifiziert sind, wobei der
nicht bevorzugte numerische Bereich in einer
Farbe oder Schattierung angezeigt wird, die sich
von jener des bevorzugten numerischen Be-
reichs unterscheidet;
gekennzeichnet durch
eine Kartenbildgenerierungseinheit (100) zum
Generieren eines zweidimensionalen Kartenbil-
des (10), das eine Verteilung der Messdaten
nach Einstellen einer zweidimensionalen Flä-
che und Einstellen der Farbe oder Schattierung
an entsprechenden Positionen der zweidimen-
sionalen Fläche generiert, enthaltend eine erste
Achse und eine zweite Achse, in dem die Iden-

tifizierungsinformationen der Bestandteile, die
in der Attributspeichereinheit (1) gespeichert
sind, basierend auf einem Verhältnis zwischen
Bestandteilen in einer hierarchischen Struktur
angeordnet sind, wobei die erste Achse so an-
geordnet ist, dass die Messzielabschnitte mit
der Anordnung der Identifizierungsinformatio-
nen der Bestandteile verknüpft sind, wobei die
anzuzeigenden Substrate in einer Reihenfolge
der Substrate angeordnet sind, die dem zielori-
entierten Prozess unterzogen werden, und die
zweite Achse so angeordnet ist, dass die Iden-
tifizierungsinformationen der Produktionsbedin-
gungen den Substraten in Übereinstimmung mit
der Reihenfolge entsprechen, wobei die Farbe
oder Schattierung durch Anwenden der Anzei-
geinformationen an den Messdaten erhalten
werden, die für jeden der Messzielabschnitte
der Substrate eingegeben werden; und
eine Anzeigesteuereinheit (110) zum Anzeigen,
auf einem Monitorgerät (5), des zweidimensio-
nalen Kartenbildes, das durch die Kartenbild-
generierungseinheit (100) generiert wurde.

2. System (M) nach Anspruch 1, wobei in der hierar-
chischen Struktur der ersten Achse eine Art von
Komponente oder eine Position in dem gesamten
Substrat übergeordnet ist und eine Elektrode oder
eine Komponente untergeordnet ist.

3. System (M) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die An-
zeigeinformationen in der Anzeigeinformationsspei-
chereinheit (104) so definiert sind, dass ein bevor-
zugter numerischer Bereich A, ein numerischer Be-
reich B, dessen Wert größer als jener des numeri-
schen Bereichs A ist, und ein numerischer Bereich
C, dessen Wert kleiner als jener des numerischen
Bereichs A ist, in untereinander unterschiedliche
Farben angezeigt werden, und die Anzeigeinforma-
tionen so definiert sind, dass, wenn Werte angezeigt
werden, die zu den numerischen Bereichen B und
C gehören, eine Helligkeit der angezeigten Farbe in
Übereinstimmung mit einer Zunahme einer Differenz
zwischen einem anzuzeigenden Wert und dem nu-
merischen Bereich A abnimmt.

4. System (M) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die An-
zeigesteuereinheit (110) ausgebildet ist, ein Subst-
ratkartenbild zu generieren, das ein Verhältnis zwi-
schen den Messzielabschnitten und den Bestand-
teilen, die Attribute der Messzielabschnitte darstel-
len, darstellt, wobei das Substratkartenbild in der Nä-
he des zweidimensionalen Kartenbildes angezeigt
wird.

5. System (M) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei
mehrere Prozesse, die in der Produktionslinie (L)
enthalten sind, als Zielprozesse angenommen sind,
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die Kartenbildgenerierungseinheit (100) dazu aus-
gebildet ist, zweidimensionale Kartenbilder für die
jeweiligen Zielprozesse zu generieren, wobei die
ersten Achsen der zweidimensionalen Kartenbilder
identisch sind, und
die Anzeigesteuereinheit (110) ausgebildet ist, je-
weils die zweidimensionalen Kartenbilder der Ziel-
prozesse, die durch die Kartenbildgenerierungsein-
heit (100) generiert werden, anzuzeigen.

6. Informationsanzeigeverfahren zur Qualitätskontrol-
le eines komponentenmontierten Substrats, das in
einer Produktionslinie (L) produziert wird, wobei zu-
mindest ein Prozess, der in der Produktionslinie (L)
des komponentenmontierten Substrats durchge-
führt wird, als ein zielorientierter Prozess angenom-
men ist, wobei das Verfahren Messdaten verwendet,
die in einer Überprüfung nach dem zielorientierten
Prozess erhalten werden,
wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst,
die im Voraus auszuführen sind:

Einstellen, als ein Attribut eines Messzielab-
schnitts, einer Kombination von Bestandteilen,
die mit jedem der mehreren Messzielabschnitte
in Zusammenhang stehen, die in einem kompo-
nentenmontierten Substrat enthalten sind; und
Klassifizieren der in der Überprüfung erhaltenen
Messdaten in einen bevorzugten numerischen
Bereich und einen nicht bevorzugten numeri-
schen Bereich und Einstellen von Anzeigeinfor-
mationen zur Darstellung des nicht bevorzugten
numerischen Bereichs in einer Farbe oder
Schattierung, die sich von jener des bevorzug-
ten numerischen Bereichs unterscheidet, und
wobei das Verfahren ferner die Schritte umfasst:

Eingeben, als ein Attribut eines Substrats,
von Informationen, die eine Produktionsbe-
dingung des zielorientierten Prozesses dar-
stellen, der an jedem der Substrate ausge-
führt wird;
Eingeben der für jeden der Messzielab-
schnitte der Substrate in der Überprüfung
des zielorientierten Prozesses erhaltenen
Messdaten;
gekennzeichnet durch
Anzeigen, auf einem Schirm eines Monitor-
geräts (5) eines zweidimensionalen Karten-
bildes (10), das eine Verteilung der Mess-
daten darstellt, beim Anzeigen einer zwei-
dimensionalen Fläche und Anzeigen der
Farbe oder Schattierung an entsprechen-
den Positionen der zweidimensionalen Flä-
che, enthaltend eine erste Achse und eine
zweite Achse, in dem die Identifizierungs-
informationen der Bestandteile, die die At-
tribute der Messzielabschnitte darstellen in

einer hierarchischen Struktur basierend auf
einem Verhältnis zwischen den Bestandtei-
len angeordnet sind, wobei die erste Achse
so angeordnet ist, dass die Messzielab-
schnitte mit der Anordnung der Identifizie-
rungsinformationen der Bestandteile ver-
knüpft sind, wobei die anzuzeigenden Iden-
tifizierungsinformationen der Substrate in
einer Reihenfolge der Substrate angeord-
net sind, die dem zielorientierten Prozess
unterzogen werden, und die zweite Achse
so angeordnet ist, dass die Identifizierungs-
informationen der Produktionsbedingun-
gen den Substraten in Übereinstimmung
mit der Reihenfolge entsprechen, wobei die
Farbe oder Schattierung durch Anwenden
der Anzeigeinformationen an den Messda-
ten erhalten werden, die für jeden der Mess-
zielabschnitte der Substrate eingegeben
werden.

Revendications

1. Système (M) pour afficher des informations de con-
trôle de qualité d’un substrat monté sur un compo-
sant qui est produit dans une ligne de production (L),
au moins un processus réalisé dans la ligne de pro-
duction (L) du substrat monté sur un composant
étant adopté comme processus ciblé, et le système
(M) étant adapté pour utiliser des données mesurées
obtenues dans une inspection effectuée après le
processus ciblé,
le système (M) comprenant :

une unité de stockage d’attributs (1) pour stoc-
ker, comme attribut d’une section cible de me-
sure, une combinaison d’informations d’identifi-
cation d’éléments constitutifs relatifs à chacune
d’une pluralité de sections cibles de mesure in-
cluses dans un substrat monté sur un
composant ;
une unité d’entrée d’attributs (106) pour entrer,
comme attribut d’un substrat, des informations
représentant une condition de production du
processus ciblé réalisé sur chacun des
substrats ;
une unité d’entrée de données mesurées (107)
pour entrer les données mesurées obtenues
pour chacune des sections cibles de mesure des
substrats dans l’inspection du processus ciblé ;
une unité de stockage d’informations d’afficha-
ge (104) pour stocker des informations d’afficha-
ge dans lesquelles des valeurs numériques in-
cluses dans les données mesurées sont clas-
sées dans une plage numérique préférable et
une plage numérique non-préférable, la plage
numérique non-préférable étant affichée dans
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une couleur ou nuance différente de celle de la
plage numérique préférable ;
caractérisé par
une unité de génération d’image cartographique
(100) pour générer une image cartographique
bidimensionnelle (10) représentant une distribu-
tion des données mesurées lors de la détermi-
nation d’une zone bidimensionnelle et de la dé-
termination de la couleur ou nuance à des po-
sitions correspondantes sur la zone bidimen-
sionnelle incluant un premier axe et un deuxiè-
me axe, dans lequel les informations d’identifi-
cation des éléments constitutifs stockées dans
l’unité de stockage d’attributs (1) sont agencées
en une structure hiérarchique sur la base d’une
relation entre les éléments constitutifs, le pre-
mier axe étant agencé avec les sections cibles
de mesure associées audit agencement des in-
formations d’identification des éléments consti-
tutifs, les substrats à afficher étant agencés
dans un ordre des substrats soumis au proces-
sus ciblé, et le deuxième axe étant agencé avec
les informations d’identification des conditions
de production correspondant aux substrats en
fonction dudit ordre, la couleur ou nuance étant
obtenue en appliquant les informations d’affi-
chage aux données mesurées qui sont entrées
pour chacune des sections cibles de mesure des
substrats ; et
une unité de commande d’affichage (110) pour
l’affichage, sur un appareil de surveillance (5),
de l’image cartographique bidimensionnelle gé-
nérée par l’unité de génération d’image carto-
graphique (100).

2. Système (M) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel,
dans la structure hiérarchique du premier axe, un
type de composant ou une position dans le substrat
entier est supérieur(e), et une électrode ou un com-
posant est subordonné(e).

3. Système (M) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans le-
quel les informations d’affichage dans l’unité de stoc-
kage d’informations d’affichage (104) sont définies
de manière à ce qu’une plage numérique préférable
A, une plage numérique B dont la valeur est supé-
rieure à la plage numérique A, et une plage numé-
rique C dont la valeur est inférieure à la plage nu-
mérique A soient affichées dans différentes couleurs
les unes par rapport aux autres, et les informations
d’affichage sont définies de manière à ce que, lors-
que des valeurs appartenant aux plages numériques
B et C sont affichées, une luminosité de la couleur
affichée diminue en fonction de l’augmentation d’une
différence entre une valeur à afficher et la plage nu-
mérique A.

4. Système (M) selon a revendication 1 ou 2, dans le-

quel l’unité de commande d’affichage (110) est
adaptée pour générer une image cartographique de
substrat représentant une relation entre les sections
cibles de mesure et les éléments constitutifs repré-
sentant les attributs des sections cibles de mesure,
l’image cartographique de substrat étant affichée à
proximité de l’image cartographique bidimension-
nelle.

5. Système (M) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 4, dans lequel
une pluralité de processus inclus dans la ligne de
production (L) sont adoptés comme processus ci-
bles,
l’unité de génération d’image cartographique (100)
est adaptée pour générer des images cartographi-
ques bidimensionnelles respectivement pour les
processus cibles, les premiers axes des images car-
tographiques bidimensionnelles étant identiques, et
l’unité de commande d’affichage (110) étant adaptée
pour afficher, à la fois, les images cartographiques
bidimensionnelles des processus ciblés générées
par l’unité de génération d’images cartographiques
(100).

6. Procédé pour afficher des informations pour un con-
trôle de qualité d’un substrat monté sur un compo-
sant qui est produit dans une ligne de production (L),
au moins un processus réalisé dans la ligne de pro-
duction (L) du substrat monté sur un composant
étant adopté comme processus ciblé, le procédé uti-
lisant des données mesurées obtenues dans une
inspection effectuée après le processus ciblé,
le procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes à réa-
liser à l’avance :

la détermination, comme attribut d’une section
cible de mesure, d’une combinaison d’éléments
constitutifs relatifs à chacune d’une pluralité de
sections cibles de mesure incluses dans un
substrat monté sur un composant ; et
le classement des données mesurées obtenues
dans l’inspection dans une plage numérique
préférable et une plage numérique non-préféra-
ble, et la détermination d’informations d’afficha-
ge pour représenter la plage numérique non pré-
férable dans une couleur ou nuance différente
de celle de la plage numérique préférable, et
le procédé comprenant en outre les étapes
suivantes :

l’entrée, comme attribut d’un substrat, d’in-
formations représentant une condition de
production du processus ciblé réalisé sur
chacun des substrats ;
l’entrée des données mesurées obtenues
pour chacune des sections cibles de mesu-
re des substrats dans l’inspection du pro-
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cessus ciblé ;
caractérisé par
l’affichage, sur un écran d’un appareil de
surveillance (5), d’une image cartographi-
que bidimensionnelle (10) représentant une
distribution des données mesurées lors de
l’affichage d’une zone bidimensionnelle et
l’affichage de la couleur ou nuance à des
positions correspondantes sur la zone bidi-
mensionnelle incluant un premier axe et un
deuxième axe, dans lequel les informations
d’identification des éléments constitutifs re-
présentant les attributs des sections cibles
de mesure sont agencées en une structure
hiérarchique sur la base d’une relation entre
les éléments constitutifs, le premier axe
étant agencé avec les sections cibles de
mesure associées audit agencement d’in-
formations d’identification des éléments
constitutifs, les informations d’identification
des substrats à afficher étant agencées
dans un ordre des substrats soumis au pro-
cessus ciblé, et le deuxième axe étant agen-
cé avec les informations d’identification des
conditions de production correspondant
aux substrats en fonction dudit ordre, la cou-
leur ou nuance étant obtenue en appliquant
les informations d’affichage aux données
mesurées qui sont entrées pour chacune
des sections cibles de mesure des subs-
trats.
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